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DESCRIPTION

Traditional models, radical interpretations and post-modern concerns are synthesized in this accessible and evocative account of the central issues of contemporary urbanism and city life.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

John Rennie Short was born in Tullibody, Scotland. He was educated at Alloa Academy and Aberdeen University. He completed his PhD at Bristol University and lectured in geography at Reading University before taking up his present position of Professor of Geography at Syracuse University in 1990. His previous books include Housing and Residential Structure (1980), The Humane City (Blackwell, 1989), Imagined Country (1991) and Human Settlement (1993).

FEATURES

• A triple perspective - the city and economy; the city and society; the city and power.

•
• Includes chapters on race, ethnicity and the city; and on gender, space and power.

• Unites political, economic and cultural perspectives.

• Examples range from all over the world.

• Well and accessibly written; student-friendly approach.

• Full and detailed guides to further reading on all subjects covered.

• Extensively illustrated with photographs, maps, figures and plans.
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